Enrolment Form
Childs Details
Child’s Name:……………………………Preferred Name………………………
Child’s D.O.B …../…../……..

Sex:

Male

Female

Child’s First Language:…………………… Any Other Language………………
Address……………………………………………………………………………
Please circle below the day(s) you would like you child to attend:
MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

Parent/caregivers:
Person 1,
Name:…………………………………………………………………………..
Relationship:……………………………………………………………………
Contact No:...…………………………………………………………………...
Email Address:..………………………………………………………………..
Person 2,
Name:……………………………………………………………………………
Relationship with child:………………….………………………….………….
Contact No:..…………..………………………………………………………..
Email Address:………………………………………………………………….

All-day Care (Vanuatu) - Green House, Tassiriki (behind PVIS) - M: (+678) 22043
E: info@all-daycare.com - W: www.all-daycare.com

Alternative Emergency Contact
1. Name………………………………………………………………
Relationship……………………………………………………….
Number……………………………..................................………..
2. Name………………………………………………………………
Relationship:………………………………………………………
Number……………………………...............................................
Medical Information:
Doctors Name:……………………………………………………………………
Phone No:…………………………………………………………………………
Any Medical Conditions……………………………………………………………….
Allergies……………..……………………………………………………………
(Please discuss/provide a Medical/action Plan with the Centre)
Immunizations up to date?

Yes

No

In the case of an emergency I do / do not give permission for an ambulance to be called and or
my child to be taken to hospital and or given medical treatment.
Any other information
Any other requirements or special words/toy/blanket or bottle to help your child feel more secure
please list below: ……………………………………………………………………
I do / do not give permission for photographs of my child to be taken and displaced within
the centre or included on the monthly media video to all parents.
Minimum End of Enrolment / Notice Period is Four (4) Weeks with fees paid regardless
of if the child attends during that period. Registration Fee of 5,000vt must be paid and is
non refundable.
Date:…………………………
Parent/Carer sign:………………………………………….
All-day Care (Vanuatu) - Green House, Tassiriki (behind PVIS) - M: (+678) 22043
E: info@all-daycare.com - W: www.all-daycare.com

PLEASE NOTE:
• Registration Fee is non refundable
• Place holder fee of 1,000vt per child per day for Family Holidays - Two
Weeks Notice Period Required
• Minimum End of Enrolment / Notice Period is Four (4) Weeks with
fees paid regardless of if the child attends during that period.

WHAT DO CHILDREN LEARN AT ADC?

From the age of 0 to 5 your child changes so much, it’s a joy to watch. As they grow, you might consider enrolling them
in a Child Care Centre. And, of course, you want the very best for your child. So trusting other people with being a part
of their development is a big step, how do you make sure they’re receiving only the best care and pre-school education?
Fortunately, the in the U.K the Department for Education created an Early Years Foundation Stage (EYFS) framework
to make sure your child receives only the best care. The EYFS Framework outlines 7 key areas which must be developed
in child care Centre’s and we’ve outlined them below with examples of activities that your child can take part in when in
ADC.
The EYFS framework breaks down the 7 key skills into two groups: the Prime areas and Specific areas. The Prime Areas
cover the 3 core areas which your child will develop before they formally start education, and includes their
development as a person. These 3 areas are vital for igniting children’s curiosity for learning, and for developing their
ability to learn and develop relationships and just to thrive generally. The areas are:
1.
2.
3.

Communication and Language
Physical Development
Personal, Social and Emotional Development

The Specific areas provide opportunities for the Prime areas to be strengthened and applied, with all EYFS providers
also supporting children to learn in four key areas which will supplement their personal development. These are:






Literacy
Mathematics
Understanding the World
Expressive Arts and Design
Prime Areas
1. Communication and Language
Going beyond simple vocabulary building, this Area is about giving children the opportunity to experience a rich
language environment. Doing this helps them to develop their confidence and skill level when expressing
themselves. This helps them thrive in a variety of situations, and equally teaches them how to listen to others.
2. Physical Development
In just 5 years children go from being entirely dependent upon their parents to being little people who possess
many of the generalised skills they’ll need throughout their lives. So, this Area is focused on helping children to
become active and interactive, aiding the development of their coordination, control and movement abilities.
This area also includes teaching children about food and its relationship to health, as well as the importance of
physical activity for a healthy life.
3. Personal, Social and Emotional Development
This area is concerned with helping children to develop a positive sense of themselves and others. This includes
helping them to: have confidence in their own abilities and form positive relationships and developing respect
for others. It also covers learning to manage their feelings and aiding them in understanding appropriate
behaviour in groups. By providing them with a good grounding in all of these areas children are able to adapt to
the wider world as they enter it, and make the most of the education that is to come.

Specific Areas


Literacy
This starts with the earliest stages of literacy – learning to link sounds and letters, and moves through to
beginning to learn to read and write. To ignite their passion for reading and writing children are provided
with a wide range of reading materials; including books, poems and other materials.
Literacy activities can include language and literature in pretty much any written format. This includes: word
and sound matching, matching words to images or playing with poetry games which help children naturally
learn language skills and grammar rules.



Mathematics
Mathematics is explored in a number of ways and involves providing children with the opportunity to develop
their counting skills. It also provides the foundation for understanding and using numbers. This can include
calculating simple addition and subtraction problems. But, mathematics is more than just learning to count.
As such, the introduction to mathematics includes learning to name different, basic shapes and some of
their properties.
There are a number of math based activities for EYFS stage, these can include matching the written number
(eg “2”) to a picture with that quantity of any item. Alternatively, there are games which help your child
learn how to order numbers and build a sequence. With most of these activities, the focus is placed upon
bringing conceptual mathematics into your child’s physical world. Finding a way to make it fun as well as
informative!



Understanding the world
Here, children explore not only their sense of the physical world but also their community, including learning
about people, places, technology and the environment. This skill particularly ties in with the area of Personal,
Social and Emotional Development, and gives your child the opportunity to learn about the world around them
and how it all works together.
This specific area has possibly the widest varieties of available activity options, because it covers so much!
The earliest stages in this area are learning about things like cause and effect through all five senses – by
asking questions like, “What will happen if I push this button?” or “What does a lemon taste like?”. As they
grow and develop, children learn more about how different families and backgrounds create different people.
At the highest levels, children develop the understanding of how one action affects the wider world around
them, through sequences such as traffic lights and engagement with technology.



Expressive Arts and Design
This skill includes facilitating children as they learn to explore and play with a variety of medias and
materials. All of this is done in an environment which encourages children to share their thoughts, feelings
and ideas through activities such as: art, music, movement, dance, role-play and design and technology.
Activities for this skill are numerous, and can be done with many materials or none at all! It could be
sculpting with dough to recreate themselves or someone else. Or maybe dancing around to safely recreate
emotions… the options are truly endless.

